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PACKAGE CONTENTS AND QUICK START

Package Contents
You are now the proud owner of the Walker Technologies MY 
HOME HEAT baseboard control system.  You will find it is straight 
forward  to install and configure.

Please verify the contents of your package.

Pre configured System
This control system has been pre configured at our plant to 
operate “out of the box”. Walker Technologies recommends 
that you install it “as is” then make programming changes to 
customize it later.

WZ_LVS250 Zone Names
If you did not pre-arrange with Walker, The WZ_LVS250 have 
been programmed and labeled with names ZONE_1, ZONE_2, 
ZONE_3 etc.  These will automatically appear on the WZ_
TERMINAL display.  Later you can plug into them and change their 
names to be more descriptive of their locations

For the Novice
This manual details each step of system configuration.  You may 
need to get some assistance from an Internet expert to configure 
your router, but most of us can muddle through it with a little 
help.

For the expert  -- Plug and Play
If you plug in the WZ_TERMINAL it will communicate with the 
zones (WZ_LVS250}.  With either an Internet connection or a serial 
cable you can immediately communicate with the WZ_TERMINAL.

The simplest way to connect to the WZ_TERMINAL is to plug into 
it with the USB to Serial cable and run a serial terminal  program 
such as Teraterm or ZOC (settings 9600, N,8,1) on your PC. You 
need to re size the window to about 128 by 60.

 WZ_TERMINAL can also be plugged into your router and resides 
at 192.168.1.88:85 (web page) or Telenet 192.168.1.88 port 49156 
on your internal network.

PAN ID
All controllers in this control system were programmed for the 
same  Wireless PAN. When powered up they will join each other 
provided the WZ_TERMINAL  is powered up first.

WZ_TERMINAL

5 VDC Power Supply
WZ_LVS250

WZ_LVS25

Internet  Cable

Outdoor Sensor

USB to Serial Cable
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Zone Layout
Each section of the wireless control system consist of  a WZ_
TERMINAL and up to 20 individual rooms or zones.  For a home 
usually only one section is need.  For a large complex several 
sections can be linked back to an overview graphic.  Several 
sections can be linked back to a single router.

Router and WZ_TERMINAL
Each WZ_TERMINAL occupies a single IP address on your local 
WAN. The WZ_TERMINAL can be connected to the router via 
a RJ45 cable or by using a wireless internet adaptor/range 
extender.  For correct operation ports 85, 49156 and 23 must 
be forwarded in the router.  To reprogram the WZ_TERMINAL 
for firmware upgrade, port 69 must be forwarded to the 
WZ_TERMINAL.

If required, the WZ_TERMINAL can also be configured to use any 
other ports via the Bridge Setup Port

Connecting to your system
Can be from a remote or local PC or any device that can surf the 
Internet.

SYSTEM LAYOUT AND CONNECTION

Serial connection 
to 3 pin on thermostat  
-- make sure white 
mark is to the left

Local PC running terminal program such as teleterm  Pro 
Used for setup or simple operation

Bridge setup port

Wireless Router

 USB to serial cable

WZ_TERMINAL
WZ_LVS25

WZ_LVS250

Universal Internet Adapter 
replaces cable from router 

ZIGBEE Network 

Up to 20 
Controllers per  
WZ_TERMINAL

 ZIGBEE Wireless

Multiple  Sections

Internal WAN

INTERNET

LOCAL or REMOTE PC running TELENET 
for setup and diagnostics or where 
Internet bandwidth is  low

LOCAL or REMOTE PC running 
browser based front end for easy 
access and ease of use

Control you system from your 
phone or PDA 
Turn off the heat if you forgot 
Turn on the heat before you get 
there.

 Direct connection

Direct serial connection to individual controllers

Direct serial connection to individual controller
Although  not usually required for factory set systems, the users 
can configure many aspects of the control system.

Connecting to WZ_LVS250 / WZ_LVS25 allows:

 - Changing of ZONE NAME
 - Setting or checking PAN ID or OPERATION ID
 - Monitoring dynamic status of control
 -  Viewing and adjustment of controller tuning
 - Configuring controller type

Connection to the WZ_TERMINAL

 -  Configuring the Bridge IP address, Ports and Functions
 -  Operation of the WZ_TERMINAL in its terminal mode in the 

same way it operates via Telenet. There are some diagnostic 
and configuration settings that are only available via this 
connection.
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Simple Interface
The WZ_TERMINAL keypad interface is the simplest way to adjust 
the system and enables you to quickly view status and control 
basic features. 

Plug the power cord into the WZ_TERMINAL.

You control system is now operational and any WZ_LVS250 that 
is installed next will be under control of the WZ_TERMINAL via 
a ZIGBEE wireless connection.  The WZ_LVS250 will use its knob 
setpoint in its zone when the system is OCCUPIED , and use the 
unoccupied setpoint when the system is UNOCCUPIED.  During 
OCCUPIED state a night setpoint may also be used.

Knob and keypad operation
The WZ_TERMINAL has a 7 character alpha-numeric display at the 
top with a 5 character numeric display below.

Turning the knob cycles you through the available options.  
Names have been shortened to 7 characters where required to fit 
the display..  

TRMINAL Shows firmware version.

OCUPIED Indicates Occupied state (On/Off).

OUTDOOR Indicates Outdoor temperature (if connected).

AFFECTS Outdoor Temperature AFFECTS  unoccupied  
  Setpoint (On/Off).

UNOC_SP Unoccupied setpoint

TIME  Time.

ZONE_1  #  indicates online 255 if offline

ZONE_2 # indicates online 255 if offline

ZONE_N # indicates online 255 if offline

Only zones that have sent packets will be displayed

Zone names
Zone names are factory set as ZONE 1, ZONE 2 and so on. 
They can be personalized by changing the name in each zone 
controller (WZ_LVS250 ).  Zone names are added to the display 
only if radio packets are received from existing WZ_LVSTATS in 
the rooms.  When a zone name is displayed, the numeric display 
indicates the number of minutes since the last packet was 
received. 1 to 2 minutes is normal.  A longer time may not indicate 
a problem, but more than 15 minutes means the WZ_LVS250 in 
the room should be checked.

Where zone names are longer that 7 alpha digits, only the first 
7 digits will display.  This should be considered when selecting 
names.

Occupied On/Off
There are several ways to turn the OCCUPIED state on and off, 
including the Remote Contact, and local or remote Internet 
access.  Using the WZ_TERMINAL, turning the knob will cycle you 
through the options available.  Turn the knob until OCCUPY is 
displayed then press the ENTER keypad button to turn it ON 

OCUPIED or AFFECTS  (7 letter names)
For OCUPIED or AFFECTS, you can use the right hand On/Off 
button to toggle the value from OFF to ON or from ON to OFF.

When OCUPIED is Off, all zones will use their UNOCCUPIED 
setpoint 

When AFFECTS is On, then the UNOCCUPIED setpoint is fixed 
by the system based on the outdoor temperature according the 
following table.

Outdoor Air Temperature Unoccupied Setpoint

°C °F °C °F

> 2 > 35 3 37

< 2 < 35 5 40

< -5 < 23 7 45

< -10 < 15 10 50

Verification of operation
As you install zones, they should appear on the display as they 
begin to send packets to the WZ_TERMINAL  You can verify this 
by turning the knob to view the zones.

WZ_TERMINAL KEYPAD KNOB AND DISPLAY

RS232 Bridge

RS232 Terminal

Outdoor Sensor

Remote Contact

Keypad Buttons

Indicator  LEDs

Internet

Power 12 VDC 2A
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Installing the WZ_LVS250 
Replace the existing wall mounted thermostat with the   
WZ_LVS250. This must be done by a qualified personnel.

Note that the BLACK wires are common inside the WZ_LVS250

Normally, the power for the baseboard controller runs first to the 
thermostat, then to the heater. If you discover that this is not the 
case then you need to get a two-wire back from your supplier.

The thermostat will operate with the line voltage between 120 
and 240 Volts AC. 

The maximum load is 2400 W @240 VAC or 1200 W @ 120 VAC.

Where a larger load is required, an appropriate heater relay must 
be used.

Installing zones
If you power up the WZ_TERMINAL first then each zone installed 
after that should join to WZ_TERMINAL. There should be less 
that  30 to 50 feet between the WZ_TERMINAL and the next zone.  
Each successive zone should be this close to the previous one.

Installing other types of zones
You may have received other types of thermostats for two wire 
operation or for use with heater relays.  These are detailed in 
APPENDIX B,

Full interface for installation
To use your PC tied to the WZ_TERMINAL either by direct serial 
connection, or via a telenet or WEB interface, see the appropriate 
section in the following pages.

INSTALLING THE WZ_LVS250 AND ADDING ZONES

Testing Basic Operation
To test basic operation:

 - 1. Set the WZ_TERMINAL to OCUPIED ON

 - 2. Turn the thermostat up all the way for the WZ_LVS250 zone 
that is installed.  Within a minute, the heat will come on and 
the red LED will turn on.

 - 3. Verify that the WZ_LVSTAT250 is sending packets by 
turning the knob on the  WZ_TERMINAL and seeing that the 
zone is communicating.

 - 4. Now set the WZ_TERMINAL to OCUPIED OFF. 
After a delay of about a minute the heat will turn off and stay 
off until the WZ_TERMINAL is set to OCUPIED ON.

 - 5. As an alternate method, connect your PC running Teraterm 
to the serial port and type the “1” key to toggle the heat off 
and on 

ZIGBEE network.
The installed zones will form  a ZIGBEE network passing packets 
via a daisy chain from node to node until they reach their 
destination.

Control strategy
The WZ_LVS250 controls comfort by measuring room 
temperature using a temperature predictor.  A PI strategy is used 
to calculate output based on temperature, setpoint and time to 
maintain stable room temperature. From this, this WZ_LVS250 
cycles the heater on and off using aperture control. The heat will 
cycle on and off for periods that become shorter as the room 
approaches its desired temperature.
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Several options for connection
There are several methods that can be used to connect to the 
WZ_TERMINAL.  

WEB connection
The WEB connection is the normal operating mode for the 
system and presents a high level no fuss operator interface.  All 
normal observations  and adjustments can be made via the WEB 
interface.   
By plugging the WZ_TERMINAL directly into your router, you can 
view the WEB interface at :92.168.1.88:85/index.htm.

Direct connect serial interface
The serial interface is used to ease installation and commissioning 
of the system or for users who do not want Internet  connectivity 
to the system. This serial connection  also allows you to change 
the configuration of the WZ_TERMINAL  bridge such as IP address 
and change the name of the WZ_LVS250

Getting connected involves downloading and installing a serial 
interface program such as Teraterm or  ZOC which are free. 

Installation of Teraterm is  described in APPENDIX A.

Once installed you use the USB to serial cable to connect to the 
3-pin on the bottom of the “stat” part of the WZ_TERMINAL  
Make sure all pins connect and the white mark in the cable is 
to the right,

The Manual for the Direct serial interface is in APPENDIX C.

Notes:

 -  The 3 PIN port is shared with the internal bridge of the 
WZ_TERMINAL.  If directly connected to the WZ_LVS250, you 
must press  “5” to disable that communication which appears 
as extra characters on the screen. You must press “5”  again, or 
cycle the bridge power to re-enable this communication once 
done.

 - Serial cable connections to the 3 pin and DB9 ports for the 
WZ_TERMINAL to communicate via the WAN.

Telenet connection
Similar to the WEB based front end the Telnet connection give full 
functionality to the operator.  The Telenet connection connects 
remotely (via the Internet) to the serial interface discussed above.

The Telenet interface is a second option to the WEB based 
interface and is especially useful in low bandwidth cases where 
the WEB interface is sluggish.  It is the back door way to connect.

This connection is used for diagnostic and allows direct 
monitoring and control of the ZIGBEE communications as well 
as several other aspect of the WZ_TERMINAL operation. You can 
connect via the Telenet connection either locally or remotely. 

The Telnet connection also requires the installation of Tera Term.

CONNECTING TO YOUR COMPUTER OR LAPTOP

Bridge setup port

WZ_TERMINAL

WZ_LVS25

WZ_LVS250

 Direct connection  to PC using Tera Term

DB9 (9 pin)

3 pin
Change 
Zone name

view status

Wireless Router

WZ_TERMINAL

Universal Internet Adapter 
replaces cable from router 

Internal WAN

INTERNET

LOCAL or REMOTE PC 
running TELENET for 
setup and diagnostics 
or where Internet 
bandwidth is  low

Internet connection for Telenet or WEB connection

WEB connection

Wireless Router
WZ_TERMINAL

Internal WAN

Default configuration

 WZ_TERMINAL is at 192.168.1.88:85/index.htm

Connect to your router to verify default 
gateway and subnet mask.

See page 8 for details
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CONNECTING TO THE INTERNET
Setting up the router

Basic Concepts
Connecting to the Internet has a few hurdles but they are easily 
overcome. When you surf to a URL, a WEB server at the URL 
“serves” you web pages from that URL.  At that URL there may 
also be other types of servers such as TELENET or TFTP etc . Each 
type of server has a specialized use depending on the type of 
data being exchanged and is related to a different port number  
in the device . The port number relates the data to a specific data 
handler within the software 

Router
Your Router creates an internal network ,either wireless or hard 
wired that  links the outside web address to internal devices.  It 
assigns an internal IP address to your PC. Normally when your PC 
talks on your internal network the router  automatically manages 
communication from your PC to an outside server and routes 
response back to the internal IP address it has assigned to you.

Because we are connecting from the  outside world to specific IP 
addresses and ports in your internal network we need to set this 
up in your router.  Also because the route automatically assigns 
Internal IP address to connecting devices we need to reserve the 
IP address.

WZ_TERMINAL is a small web server which currently utilizes the 
following ports.

PORT Description

85 Internet Port

49156 Telnet Port

23 WZ_Terminal Reset Port

69 TFTP download port

192.168.1.88 IP aaddress

192.168.1.1 Default gateway

Router setup
In your router you must do the following. The manual for your 
router will help you set things up.

 - 1. Reserve the IP and MAC address for the WZ_TERMINAL in 
the DHCP reservations table.

 - 2. In the portforwarding section of the router, forward each of 
the ports 85, 49156, and 23 to IP address 192.168.1.88

You can also choose to use different external port numbers for 
the WZ_TERMINAL. Most routers allow for this.  For example you  
could choose to have external port 8585 used instead of 85.

Unfortunately this menu does not echo back characters typed 
but selecting a number and entering a new value then <ENTER> 
will give results by displaying the new value .

When your are done, be sure to hit the 0 option to save the new  
values in EPROM

Static or Dynamic IP Address
It is recommended that you purchase a Static IP address from 
you Internet provider for ease of operation.  This ensures that 
you can rule out an IP address change when you have difficulty 
connecting.

Normally a Dynamic IP only changes infrequently.  If you are 
aware of this,  and are able to easily determine the assigned IP 
address, then you do not need to use a dynamic address.

The Dynamic Address at the Walker Technologies shop changes 
only about 2 or 3 time per year, however it is annoying if you do 
not think to check it. 

Checking router settings
You need to check the router settings with the table below

If the default gateway in your router is different than 192.168.1.1 or 
any other port settings in the WZ_TERMINAL need changing then 
use the following procedure 

Changing the WZ_TERMINAL bridge setting.
Connect the DB9 connector WZ_TERMINAL bridge setup port and 
then a USB port on your computer. Run HOME_LOCAL on your PC 
and verify  that a terminal window comes up. (Tera term must be 
installed -- see APPENDIX A)

Power cycle the WZ_TERMINAL by removing and reconnecting 
the power connector then repeatedly type CTRL-Z on the 
terminal Hold the CTRL key down and repeatedly type “Z”.

If it all works, the following menu will appear.
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GETTING IT ALL WORKING 
testing the connections 

Internet and external IP addresses
Some routers allow you to access your WZ_TERMINAL via its 
external address from within the internal network, others do not. 
You cane determine this  by testing.

WEB based front end
We have developed and tested our WEB based front end with 
GOOGLE CHROME and  strongly suggest you use this browner.  It 
is very easy to set up hot spots on the top menu bar for various 
URLs.

Because of the large amount of data used for updating the WEB 
interface only allows one user. You can concurrently use the 
TELNET interface.

Internal web address looks like:  192.168.1.88:85/Index.htm 
External web address looks like:  64.180.63.96:85/Index.htm

Telenet connection 
For low bandwidth connections or diagnostics you can use the 
telenet connection. Run HOME_REMOTE.LNK and enter or select 
the correct IP address.  Also ensure the port is 49156 or whatever 
you set it as.

Getting the Internet to work
If you can’t get Internet to work then you have made an error in 
setting things up. Power cycle the WZ_TERMINAL add attempt 
to connect via the Telenet interface which is the least complex 
connection. Trying a direct cable connection from the bridge to 
the WZ_TERMINAL and then use the internal LAN IP address will 
also reduce possible. 

If all else fails follow the step by step diagnostics on page 9 or call 
Walker Technologies for support.

Walker Support
Walker technologies is happy to help you get your system up and 
running.  We will give support based on pre agreed arrangement 
or for 1 hour for any newly purchased system.  If you give us the 
external IP address we will help you with any problems   If you 
set your router up for external access we will help your configure 
ports and do firmware upgrade
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Teraterm
To perform these diagnostics you must be able to communicate 
via some serial interface to the WZ_LVS250 and the 
WZ_TERMINAL

In the case where you do have an Internet connection to the WZ_
TERMINAL, you can view zone connectivity via the WZ_TERMINAL 
knob and display but this may be of little use.

Getting zones to communicate.
On most system, installing the WZ_TERMINAL, then  each zone, 
will have them form a ZIGBEE network more or less automatically.

If the WZ_TERMINAL does not pick up the zones after a period 
of time, then first try power cycling the WZ_TERMINAL and 
observing result..

If this doesn’t give results then it could be that the WZ_TERMINAL 
is not joined to the WZ_LVS250’s 

To check this, plug into a WZ_LVS250 serial port and observe the 
display.  By typing “R” you will get the Radio Setup Menu. See that 
the wz_LVS250 has “joined” a network and record the PAN ID and 
Operational ID.  The WZ_TERMINAL and WZ_LVS250 all have the 
same preset PAN ID.

Plug the serial cable into the WZ_TERMINAL or observer the 
telenet or WEB display to ensure that the Operational PAN ID of 
the WZ_TERMINAL is the same as that of the WZ_LVS250. If you 
have plugged into the WZ_TERMINAL 3 pin port remember to hit 
the “5” key to disable extra characters..

If the Operational  PAN ID is not the same, then change it  and 
observe until the feedback of this value is correct. This would 
allow  zones to communicate. Remember to power cycle the 
WZ_TERMINAL when you are done.

If Telenet doesn’t work
By plugging into the WZ_TERMINAL 3-pin and observing 
communications and the zones responding indicates correct 
operation.  A direct cable connection from the WZ_TERMINAL to 
the router should allow you to “SEE” the controller. If not, verify 
the setup of the WZ_TERMINAL bridge and the router.

Send info to Walker 
Send screen captures of the telenet screen and WZ_TERMINAL 
screens and a description of your issue to support@walkersys.com

STEP  BY STEP DIAGNOSTICS
If all else fails.
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Using the TERA TERM connection.
Tera Term is a free PC program that allows you to connect locally 
via the USB to RS232 cable or via the Internet via a Telenet 
session.

Downloading and Installing TERA TERM
If you downloaded Teraterm already, then skip this section and go 
to “EDITING the HOST Address”.

Walker has put a self-extracting zip file at:
 http://www.walkersys.com/WZ_TERMINAL/HOMESYSTEM.exe

Download this file and unzip it to its default directory or one of 
your choosing. 

Installing the Driver for the serial cable.
In order to use the USB to RS232 cable for direct connection to 
the WZ_TERMINAL or WZ_LVS250 you must first install the driver 
for it.  To do this, double click on the file   
CDM20814_setup.exe  
in the TERA TERM root directory (C:/HOMESYSTEM) and the driver 
will be installed.  

 Plug in the cable and let WINDOWS install
Once the driver is installed, plug in the USB to serial cable into a 
USB port  DO NOT CONNECT THE OTHER ENDS OF THE CABLE 
AT THIS TIME. OR THE DEVICE WILL INSTALL AS A MOUSE
When prompted, do not allow Windows to search on the internet 
for the driver.  Windows will find the driver and install it from disk.

Determine the serial port 
To determine the serial port that the USB to serial device was 
installed at you must view the WINDOWS Device Manager

Depending on your PC set up click on:

START / Control Panel / Hardware and Sound  / Devices and 
Printers / Device Manager  
or 
START / Control Panel /  Device Manager 

 One you are in the device manager, click on Ports(COM & LPT) to 
see which port got the install--ie USB Serial Port (COM7)

If there is a question, plug and unplug the cable and windows 
should respond in this screen.

APPENDIX A:    CONNECTING VIA TERA TERM
for RS232 serial or telenet connections

Set up the serial port for Tera Term
Within your install directory, edit*** RUN_LOCAL.bat  so the 
serial port is the same port that your USB to SERIAL convertor 
installed at. 

If the USB to SERIAL convertor is installed as COM7 then the RUN_
LOCAL.bat”   batch file line should  read:

start TTERMPRO /C=7 /F=COMS/TERALOCAL.INI

Where “C=7” indicates the COM port COM7. Enter your COM port 
number here.

Move the shortcuts HOME_REMOTE.LNK and 
HOME_LOCAL.LNK to your desktop for easy access.

*** To edit or create a short cut, right mouse click on the file 
name and select the correct option. Now, create a shortcut to 
RUN_LOCAL.BAT on your desktop or copy the file  
HOME_LOCAL.lnk to your desktop.

Testing the RS232 connection.
Double click on HOME_LOCAL.lnk

Plug the RS232 cable into the 3 pin port on the WZ_TERMINAL.

You should see a screen displayed that lists the zone being 
received and other data. 

Type the “5” key to turn off extra characters

Adjust the window size to 120 by 60 “Setup / Terminal “

Clear the Display  “Edit / Clear Display”

If the screen scrolls adjust the terminal size to more lines.

Editing default telenet addresses (HOST name)
When you click on RUN_REMOTE.LNK it will present a drop down 
menu for you to select an IP address. To customize this list you 
can edit configuration file  

Right mouse click on the file TERAHOME.ini and choose edit. This 
file is in the COMS sub directory of your installation directory.

Scroll down to the bottom of the file to where HOSTS are shown 
and change them to the home IP address AND the internal 
network IP address or others that are of interest.

This file has other setting as well that you can change to 
customize your window.  There is documentation for Tera Term in 
the install directory or online.
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LOAD CONTROL
MODULE

LVS25 current draw at 25 VAC

Off  ~ 20 to 60 ma
On  > 100 ma

25 VAC
Separately fused

LVS25

LOAD
25VAC @2A

APPENDIX B:    INSTALLING OTHER DEVICES
using WZ_LVS25 back and other modules

Different interfaces
Depending on the type of load being driven, there are several 
different interfaces required. WZ_LSV250 backs are manufactured 
at the Walker shop for these applications.

 Note that the “fronts” of the WZ_LVS25 are interchangeable with 
the “fronts” of the WZ_LVS250 the only difference is the Name 
and PAN ID that are set up VIA the Serial Interface. 

AUB RC840T Heater relay
Installation is straightforward. Ensure the WZ_LVS25 back has 3 
wires labeled “C”, “W”, and “R”. Install the heater relay as shown in 
its instruction manual and attach to the back

WZ_LVS25 with its Load Control Module

Module OPERATION and SET UP
Checking the on state current

The WZ_LVS25 normally draws about 25 ma at 25 VAC to operate 
its control electronics and ZIGBEE radio component. When the 
WZ_LVS25 determines to turn on its load, it increases its current 
draw to 100 ma.  This additional current triggers a solid state 
switch (TRIAC)  in the Load Control Module  which turns on the 
load. The 25 VAC power source should be separately fused to 
accommodate the current draw of the load.

1. By turning the setpoint knob all the way up you can cause the 
LVS25 to call for heat.  Once the control strategy “winds up” it will 
turn its  output on within a few minutes. 

2. There is an alternate method to turn the controller output on 
and off for testing. This is described in the operator’s  manual and 
requires a laptop and a cable.

Adjustment of on state current where necessary.
The WZ_LVS25 is factory adjusted to have an on state current of 
110 ma when a 26 VAC transformer is used.  IF a lower or higher 
voltage results because of using multi drop connection to the 25 
VAC power source then the the LVS 25 back must have jumpers 
added or removed so that the “on state” current stays above 100 
ma. Jumpers J1, J2, and J3 are used to do this. Installing these 
jumpers will INCREASE the current drawn.

For various transformer voltages:

27 VAC remove all jumpers 
25VAC install Jumper J1 
23 Vac install Jumpers J2 and J3

WZ_LVS25 3 WIRE BACK HEATER RELAY

J1 j2 j3

WZ_LVS25 BACK J3 SHOWN INSTALLED

Measure current

WZ_LVS25 current draw at 25 VAC

Off ~ 20 to 50 ma 
On > 100 ma

25 VAC
Separately fused
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For use with direct serial or telenet connection

Header Area
The header area shows 

 - The model and version number, 
 - The connection type (Internet or Local)
 - The STATE -- Occupied or Unoccupied
 - The Outdoor Temperature (if connected)
 - The Unoccupied setpoint value
 - An indication if outdoor temperature affects unoccupied 

setpoint
 - Night setback Enabled or Disabled
 - The device time

Menu Area
To operate, observe the menu prompt options and press the key 
corresponding to the options required.  In the above the keys O, U, 
R, Z, N,D, T are options available.

Prompt Area
Prompts for values or confirmation will appear here.  Enter 
response plus ENTER to enter a value or just ENTER to cancel 
prompt.  Make sure to check the PROMPT area when you type a 
command.

Display Area
This displays the zone names and information relative to the 
menu mode that is selected. This display changes when a menu 
selection is made.

Diagnostic Area
This area shows the dynamic wireless commands going to and 
from the terminal unit. 

?_T>L -- indicate outgoing data from the terminal unit.

?_L>T - indicates incoming data from the zone. 

Header area

Diagnostic area

Display area

Menu area

Main Menu Overview

Prompt area
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Main Menu Prompts
O - Set Occupied Mode

When you press the O key, the system goes to Occupied mode 
and all zones control to their knob setpoint values.

U - Set Unoccupied Mode

Pressing the U key causes the system to go into Unoccupied 
mode and all zones revert to the Unoccupied setpoint values.

Note that STATE in the header area indicates occupied or 
unoccupied state.

R - Radio Setup

The Radio setup menu is used to set up the Local Zigbee network. 
This should not be modified except by knowledgeable personnel.

Z - Zone Setup

This menu allows setup of operation for each zone including 
On/Off  status, minimum and maximum setpoints and motion 
sensitivity,

N - Night Setback

This menu allows you to set time and the weekday as well as 
set up the time schedules for each weekday. This Menu is only 
available if night setback has been enabled in the WZ_TERMINAL 
Setup Menu.  Night setback only occurs during Occupied mode.

T - WZ_TERMINAL Setup

This menu is used to set up system wide functions such as 
enabling “OAT AFFECTS”, enabling night setback, and cleaning up 
the menu display. 

D - Change Data Display Below

This menu allows you to select between several data displays 
depending on the information you would like to know about 
each zone. There are about 50 pieces of information available 
for each zone. Most of the displays are necessary only for system 
diagnostic by support personnel.

M - Return to Main Menu 

Pressing the M key always returns you to the main menu.  
Pressing the ESC key does the same thing but aborts any active 
operation.

Main Menu Display Information
Address

The address of each reporting zone is dynamically displayed in 
this list.  The list remembers all zones that  report values in the 
order of their first report.  If a zone is removed or its name is 
changed, you may want to delete it in the zone setup menu (or 
in the terminal setup menu by deleting all zones). There is no 
harm to the system if you delete a zone because the data is built 
up again as new transmissions are received.   There is no order 
reserved for zones in the display area.  If a zone with a different 
address sends a packet to  the Terminal unit, its name will be 
added to the end of the list.

Zone Enable

The enabled state of the Zone (On/Off)

Last TX Minutes

This value represents the time in Minutes since the last 
transmission from that zone. Since each zone transmits every 
30  seconds, this would normally be  in the range of up to 1 or 2 
minute. A longer time, up to 5 minutes, is not an issue and could 
be due to RF packet collisions or some momentary interference. If 
this number seems to be higher regularly, then you may need to 
order a low cost repeater to install in the path. Often this can be 
caused by the Zone WZ_LVSTAT having metal furniture placed in 
front of it, or a large vehicle parked in the path. If this value gets 
up to 255, it would indicate that the zone controller is defective.

Room Temp 

The measured temperature reported from the zone.

Control Setpoint

The setpoint being used by the zone as reported back from the 
WZ_LVSTAT.  Depending on the system or zone state, this could 
be the Knob setpoint, the Unoccupied setpoint, or the Night 
setpoint.

Knob Setpoint

The value that the knob on the zone controller is set to.

No Motion Hours

The number of hours since the zone last detected motion. This 
value limits at 255.

Heater State

The On/Off state of the heater in the zone.

Night Setpoint

The Night Setpoint for the zone.

MAIN MENU
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Getting there:
To get to the TERMINAL SETUP MENU menu ,press the ESC key (to 
get to the main menu) then press T.  Here the ESC key aborts any 
active prompts.

Terminal Menu Prompts
R - Restore Factory Prompts ***

This restores factory presets for all zones for: 

Minimum and maximum setpoints, motion timer, night setpoints, 
and maximum on time.

A - Delete All Zones ***

This will delete all zone data and zone names from the storage 
area in the WZ_TERMINAL.  As new packets are transmitted in 
from the zones, this data will again build up.  It is of no harm 
to the system and should be used when you change the zone 
names in several of the units or are initially wanting to delete the 
test zones set up at the factory for your system

“OAT Affects Unoccupied Setpoint”

The major contributor to saving energy in our control system is to 
set the unoccupied setpoint close to zero. This requires accurate 
control and as well some consideration of outdoor temperature.  
By enabling “OAT Affects Unoccupied Setpoint” you choose a 
slightly less aggressive approach that still saves energy but raises 
the Unoccupied setpoint when it gets colder outside.  This gives 
a safety margin and peace of mind in the event of a power failure.   
If “Affects” is enabled, the following table is used to determine 
unoccupied setpoint.  You need to purchase an OAT sensor from 
Walker Technologies in order that this function works.

OAT Unoccupied Setpoint

> 2 Deg.C 3 Deg.C

< 2 Deg.C 5 Deg.C

< -5 Deg.C 7 Deg.C

< -10 Deg.C 10 Deg.C

O - Enable/Disable “OAT Affects Unoccupied Setpoint” ***

When these keys are typed a confirm prompt is displayed in the 
PROMPT area. Type Y plus Enter to make the change or Enter 
alone to cancel.

U - Set Unoccupied Setpoint

If “OAT Affects” is disabled, then you can enter a fixed Unoccupied 
setpoint. You will be prompted in the PROMPT area.  Enter the 
value then hit Enter. 

S - Enable/Disable Night Setback ***

This enables or disables the use of night setback globally.  With 
night setback enabled, each WZ_LVSTAT goes to its night setpoint 
when the schedule is in the Off state during occupied mode.

To set up night operations use ESC, then N (Main Menu -- Night 
Setback)  to set up the time schedule, then ESC then Z (Main Menu  
-- Zone Setup) to set the night setpoint for each zone.

NOTE:

*** This prompt asks for confirmation in the PROMPT area.

Type Y RETURN to accept or RETURN to cancel.

Terminal Display Information
See Main Menu

TERMINAL SETUP MENU
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Getting there:
To get to the NIGHT SETUP MENU, press the ESC key then press 
N.  Here the ESC key aborts any active prompts  Note that Night 
Setback must be enabled in the Terminal Setup Menu.

Night setback (schedule is off) sets the setpoint for each zone to 
its night setpoint.

The time schedule applies to all zones.

Night Setback Menu Prompts
S - Set time

Your are prompted for the time in the prompt area

Enter the hours and minutes in this format hh:mm then press 
enter

E.g.  12:01 ENTER

The colon must be included in the time 

W - Set weekday

Enter the weekday 1 to 7 followed by ENTER ( 1 for Sun etc.)

A - Delete All ***

This deletes all schedule data for all days. The schedule will be off 
for all days unless Night Setback is disabled.

Change Schedule for --

This indicates the selected day use N and L to change days

D - Delete

Delete schedule for the selected day. The schedule will be Off for 
that day and all zones will use their night setpoints.

N - Next Day

Selects the next day . The “change schedule for” day will 
increment by one.

L - Last Day

Selects the previous day. The “change schedule for” day will 
Decrement by one

O - Change On time

You will be prompted for on time in the PROMPT area

Enter the time with a colon using a 24 hour clock then press 
ENTER

(00:00 to 23:59 ENTER).

F - Change Off time

You will be prompted for off time in the PROMPT area

Enter the time with a colon using a 24 hour clock then press 
ENTER

23:59 ENTER.

NOTE:

*** This prompt asks for confirmation in the prompt area.

Type Y RETURN to accept or RETURN to cancel.

Terminal Display Information
See Main Menu

Note
Remember that you can turn off the heat early in the evening.

NIGHT SETBACK MENU 
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Getting there:
To get to the ZONE SETUP MENU, press the ESC key then press N.  
Here the ESC key aborts any active prompts  

This menu allows you to set up zone specific information.

Zone Setup Menu Prompts
ZONE COMMANDS for --

This indicates the selected zone use N and L to change days

R - Restore Factory defaults for Zone ***

This restores factory presets for the selected zone for: 

Minimum and maximum setpoints, motion timer, night setpoints, 
and maximum on time.

D - Delete Zone ***

Remove the zone from the zone display. This will remove all data 
for that zone from the zone display.  If the zone is still sending 
data this zone will again build and enter in the table as the 
last entry. This can be used to clean up the display if a zone is 
removed or has its name changed.

N - Next Zone

Selects the next zone . The “ZONE COMMANDS for” zone will 
increment by one.

L - Last Zone

Selects the last zone . The “ZONE COMMANDS for” zone will 
decrement by one.

E - Enable/Disable No Motion Setback

Operates during Occupied Mode only.  If enabled, the zone 
temperature will be set to the Night setpoint if there is no motion 
for 2 hours after the schedule turns on.  The zone temperature 
will revert to the knob setpoint if the schedule is on and motion is 
detected or the knob is moved.  

For the commands below, you will be prompted for the new 
values in the PROMPT area.  Enter the new value and press 
ENTER or press ENTER to cancel the command.

O - Change Motion Filter

Changes the motion filter for the zone. Depending on furniture 
placement, size of room and perhaps outdoor motion, you 
may want to increase or decrease the sensitivity of the motion 
detector.  The detector is disabled if this value is set to 0 and most 
sensitive if this value is set to 100. 

S - Change Maximum Setpoint

This sets the maximum setpoint allowed for the zone, overriding 
what the knob is set to. If the maximum setpoint for the zone 
is 23 degrees and the knob is turned to 28 degrees, The control 
setpoint will stay at 23 degrees. This prevents excess use of 
energy.

I - Change Minimum Setpoint

This sets the minimum setpoint allowed for the zone overriding 
what the knob is set to. This prevents sensitive rooms such as for 
the elderly or sensitive plants from getting too cold. Note that the 
minimum knob setpoint only turns the room temperature down 
to 10 Degrees.  You can achieve a lower setpoint with the night 
or unoccupied setpoint. Note that the unoccupied setpoint will 
override the Minimum setpoint.

T - Change Night Setpoint

This sets the night setpoint for the zone.  The night setpoint is 
used during Occupied mode if the schedule is off.

NOTE:

*** This prompt asks for confirmation in the prompt area.

Type Y RETURN to accept or RETURN to cancel.

 ZONE SETUP MENU
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OPERATION OF YOUR CONTROL SYSTEM

Operation
Your system contains several baseboard controllers that work 
individually to control each zone independently according to 
your setup.  The WZ_TERMINAL commands each zone to its 
occupied setpoint, its unoccupied setpoint, or its night setpoint 
depending on your setup.

State Setpoint Typical Value

° C °F

OCCUPIED 
- DAY

Knob Setpoint 18 - 22 65 - 71

OCCUPIED 
- NIGHT

Night 
Setpoint

12 - 15 50 - 60 

UNOCCUPIED Unoccupied 
Setpoint 3 - 5 35 - 40

Occupied/Unoccupied
A chalet is OCCUPIED when set that way by remote or local 
command to the WZ_TERMINAL . The state can be also 
commanded by opening or closing an external contact or by 
using the keypad on the WZ_TERMINAL installed in the chalet.

If motion is enabled, then the zones also work together to detect 
motion for the WZ_TERMINAL.  If enough zones have detected 
motion, then the WZ_TERMINAL determines that the chalet is in 
the OCCUPIED state.   Similarly, if enough zones are unoccupied 
for a predetermined amount of time, then the system returns 
to the UNOCCUPIED state.  Depending on the OCCUPIED state, 
the supervisory system then commands each zone to use the 
appropriate setpoint.

Night Setpoint and Time Schedules
If the owner chooses, he can optionally use a time schedule to 
turn down the heat at night.

During occupied mode the suite uses the NIGHT_SETPOINT at 
night when the time schedule is in the off state.  Typically the 
night setpoint would be around 15 to 18 °C,  50 to 60 °F.  If the 
occupant chooses to turn down the room thermostat at night, 
then the lower of the knob and night setpoints is used.

Automated System
A condo or chalet can have its thermostats left at a preset 
“occupied” value and be assured that the heat will be turned down 
when nobody is there and at night.

The heat will be turned up when the system detects occupancy or 
when the owner decides to preheat the chalet.

Smart Low Setpoint
By monitoring the outdoor air temperature, the control system is 
able to save energy during unoccupied times by keeping the low 
setpoint very low except when it gets cold outside. Typically, this 
results in substantial energy savings over leaving the heat set at a 
nominal low value such as 10 to 15 degrees.

 

Outdoor Air Temperature Unoccupied Setpoint

°C °F °C °F

> 2 > 35 3 37

< 2 < 35 5 40

< -5 < 23 7 45

< -10 < 15 10 50
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ENERGY SAVINGS POTENTIAL

When you turn down your heat ...
Most mechanical thermostats do not turn down as low as 
you might think.  When you turn them down “all the way” 
they do not necessarily go down to 10 Deg.  As well, they 
also have a controlling offset  
 -- heat “ON” at 10 Deg, heat “OFF” at 12 or 13 Deg.  Walker 
has measured the temperature in many chalets where the 
thermostats have been turned down all the way.  Typically 
the temperature in these chalets is more in the order of 12 
to 15 deg with one exception where the temperature was 
18 deg.  This is a direct but avoidable cost. 

Savings projections can be verified.
By calculations using Degree-Day data for an area, it is 
possible to calculate projected saving given any heating 
strategy.  Degree day information is calculated from  
temperature data for various locations and is, or was, 
available from: “www.degreedays.net” (Microsoft now 
shows a virus warning for this site).

Degree-days defined 
A degree-day is a measure of the proportional amount 
of heat you will need to heat your chalet to a given 
temperature for any time period.  We use the term 
“Degree-Day less than a certain temperature”.   The table 
below shows degree-day data for Mount Washington.

Degree-day calculation examples
From the graph, in January, there are 769 degree days less 
than 21 deg and 490 degree days less than 12 deg.  The ratio 
of these give the relative cost of heating during January.  
Heating your chalet to 21 as compared to 12 will cost 
769/490 or 1.6 times more.  

For November comparing unoccupied low temperatures of 
12 deg and 3 deg gives the ratio of 279/39 or 7.2 as a cost 
comparison between setpoints of  12 deg and 3 deg.  On 
Nov. 2 with a setpoint of 12 deg chalet 48 spent  $3.00 for 
the day  on heat while chalet 59, with a setpoint of 3 deg 
spent $0 (it was warmer out than 3 deg.).  Over the month 
of November we would expect that chalet 48 would spend 
around $30 X 3 = $90 on heat while chalet 59 would spend 
$90/7.2 or about  $12.

Examples of saving.
The following table shows savings calculated based on 
degree days.  It shows yearly savings for a chalet or condo 
using a smart low temperature of 3 Deg. as compared with 
other low chalet temperatures that were measured.

Original 
unoccupied 

average 
temperature

POTENTIAL SAVINGS with WALKER (low SP 
of 3 Deg.C)

Occupied days per week 
 Dec. to Apr.     

0 days 2 days 4 days 7 days

18 deg.C 83% 76% 72% 50%

15 deg.C 79% 72% 67% 44%

12 deg.C 72% 65% 61% 36%

10 deg.C 65% 52% 42% 31%

5 deg.C 38% 36% 34% 19%

3 deg.C 0% 0% 0% 15%

Measured unoccupied temperatures and heat cost at  an 
outdoor temperature of 5 deg.C.

Chalet °C 
inside

Set 
point

Day 
Cost

Heat 
type

Control

59 12 3 $0 Sun Walker

73 6 3 $0 Sun Walker

69 5 3 $0 Sun Walker

46 8 3 $0 Sun Walker

48 12 12 $4 Elect. Walker

“X” 18 12 $7 Elect. None

“Y” 15 10 $5 Elect. None

Walker controlled chalets had heat measured 
Chalet “X” and “Y” heat cost was estimated 

769

676

583

490

428

273

211

558

465

372

279

218
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369

277

189

135

36
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Degree-days

Heating Degree Days For
Less than Given Temperatures

May

Nov

Jan

For January above, 428 degree-days less than 10 has the 
same heat effect as 42.8 days at 0 deg or 21.4 days at -10.
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